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Digital Minute

The Digital Commons Newsletter

Open Access May Lead To More Citations
Past articles on open access have argued that publishing your scholarship in an
open access journal may lead to higher citation counts for your work. The latest
work of Xia, Myers, and Wilhoeite, which appeared in a recent issue of the
Journal of Information Science, supports this hypothesis.
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“This research examines the relationship between multiple open access (OA) availability of
journal articles and the citation advantage by collecting data of OA copies and citation numbers
in 20 top library and information science journals. We discover a correlation between the two
variables; namely, multiple OA availability of an article has a positive impact on its citation
count. The statistical analysis reveals that for every increase in the availability of OA articles,
citation numbers increase by 2.348.”
Xia, J., Myers, R. L. & S. K. Wilhoeite. (2010). Multiple open access availability and citation
impact. Journal of Information Science, 36(6), x-x.

Please see these articles for additional information regarding how open access
can help increase your article citations:
•
•
•

The Open Access Citation Advantage by Swan.
Lawrence’s Online or Invisible?
Open Access Increases Citation Impact by Gargouri and others.

So the next time you are looking for a publishing opportunity you might want to
consider submitting to an open access journal.

Academia.edu: A Second Way To Promote Your
Selected Works
Need a second place to promote your work online? Try Academia.edu! This free
social networking site is designed for academics. Better still, you can take the
persistent URLs from your articles in Selected Works and add them to your
Academia.edu profile. What this means is that you can create another way for
Internet searchers to find your Selected Works articles. More online access
points to your Digital Commons scholarship may lead to increased download
counts and increased citations of your work.
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